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1990 – 2020: The thirty years Revolution of the Italian Financial System
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• At the beginning of the 1990’s Italian banks were largely state-owned, small and

plethoric, with a small number of branches, dominated by local oligopolies, in a

market characterised by low insurance penetration, non-existent institutional

investors (pension funds), low stock market capitalization, low integration into

international markets (“petrified forest”)

• In-depth reforms (still underway) have led to liberalization, privatization, separation

from political interference, concentration (growing number of international players),

competition, openness to foreign intermediaries, development of capital markets,

institutional investors, non-bank lending and innovation

• The transition is still underway. It has strongly interacted with the financial crisis, the

sovereign debt crisis, the longest stagnation of the Italian economy, European

integration processes (EMU, Banking Union, CMU, Brexit, etc..)

Both virtuous and vicious circles
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Privatization and Consolidation of Italian and German Banks (1990-2004)
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Banks in Italy



• Since bank branches were liberalized in March 1990, the overall number of branches

almost doubled. From the end of 1989 to the end of 2002, the network grew to

30,000 from 15,577
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Bank branches in Italy
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Bank branches in the large euro-area countries

Source: ECB –EU banking structures, various years



• In 1993 Italy codified its banking legislation in the so-called ‘Testo Unico bancario’ (Tub). The outcome was a major break

from the past, being the first major overhaul of Italy’s banking legislation to have taken place since 1936. Until then,

banks could either operate as a short-term credit institutes or as entities specializing in long-term lending. The new

legislation removed the barriers between short-term and medium/long-term credit banks

• In addition, it abolished the legal difference between banks of national interest, public law banks, popular, savings and

rural banks as well as special credit institutions

• In 1998 the regulatory framework was completed with the socalled ‘Testo Unico della finanza’
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• Later the regulatory framework was driven by the adoption of international standards and European norms

The Europeanization of the Regulatory Framework 



• The Italian banking system is relatively small. At the end of 2010 total balance-sheet assets came to 2.5 times the country’s GDP, compared 

with 3.3 times in Germany and Spain and 4.1 times in France

• The financial system is less highly developed in Italy than in other countries. And the portion of total financial assets consisting of bank 

assets in Italy is comparable to that in the other countries of Europe

• The diversified structure of the system: large groups and small banks, little (but growing) market concentration. Italian banks are limited

companies, cooperative banks (banche popolari), or mutual banks (banche di credito cooperativo). At the end of 2010 the market shares of

these three categories were respectively 80%, 9%, and 7% of customer deposits, with branches of foreign banks holding the remaining 5%

• Reforms have aimed at promoting competition of business models and innovation, while preserving the eco-diversity and coexistence of

different approaches

• In this small financial system, the importance of banks in providing finance to firms stands out. Italy’s underdeveloped stock market and 

limited corporate bond market have made industry dependent on bank credit 8

The Structure of Banking and Finance



The lagged  impact of the crisis 

First impact:

- The traditional business model of Italian banks sheltered them from the 2007-09 crisis 

Reasons: 

- funding consisting in deposit and bonds held by households 

- low leverage 

- relatively high profitability by international standards 

- central role of banks in asset management industry

- private ownership and competition 

- competitive lending rates for most products 

Backlash:

- no state aid

- implication of sovereign debt crisis

- NPL and delayed recovery 
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Cumulated losses over the period 2008-2014 in European Banking Sector

(Euro billion)
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Recapitalization with and without «State aid»

T1 ratio without «aid» (%) T1 ratio with impact of «State aid» (%)
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Recent reforms to accelerate the disposal of NPLs
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Non-Performing Loans: the timing of the expected recovery 

(stock in Euro billion)  

6 years
5 years
4 years
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Dynamics of net bad loans and their impact on credit
Source: ABI on Bank of Italy (end-year data 2008-2015) 

monthly trendannual trend 
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• Public finance 

• Investment, growth of the Italian economy 

• Profitability 

• Development of capital markets 

• Private equity  & debt, venture capital 

• Insurance, pension funds and real estate , long-term savings and investment 

• Public guarantees 

• The Juncker Plan 

• Progress in EMU, Banking Union, Capital Markets Union 
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The challenges ahead



Public finance: Outcomes and Medium Term Objectives 

(Government targets - DEF 2016, April) 

Public finance and GDP objectives

Source:  Italian Ministry of Treasury
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An International comparison

Source: ABI on European Commission Spring 2016 forecasts (May 2016)
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Effect of pension reforms on spending (as % of GDP)

Source: 2016 Economic and Financial Document, April 8, 2016. 

Demographic projections from EPC-WGA
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• Non financial firms debt on GDP is at about 79% vs 104% on average in the Euro Area

• Households debt is 43% vs 61% Euro Area average

• As a consequence, the Italian aggregate debt is in line with the Euro Area average

(255% IT vs 257% EU), better than France (279%). Germany is at the top of the rank

with an index just below 180%

• Italy is a country characterized by a high level of net wealth as shown by:

 the ratio of “households financial asset on disposable income” is at 371%, better

than France (345%) and Germany (286%)

 net wealth of Italian households is 8.0 of disposable income, 7.9 in Spain, 7.7 in

France and in UK, and 5.6 in Germany

Private Sector and Total Debt 
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• Italian private debt on GDP is

among the lowest in Europe:

non financial firms debt is

79% vs 104% Euro Area

average; households debt is

43% vs 61% average

• As a consequence the Italian

aggregate debt is in line with

the Euro Area average (255%

vs 257%)

Source: ABI on Bank of Italy

Aggregate Private and Public Debt 
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Snapshot of the Italian economy



• Italy is Europe’s second-largest manufacturing and industrial country, after Germany

• One of the largest export-oriented economies in the euro zone (1st exporting country in a number of

goods, such as clothing and fashion industry or leather goods and footwear)

• Italy has a top position in the four Fs (Food, Fashion, Forniture, Ferrari) with strong performance also in

new sectors (robotics, mechatronics, biopharma and aerospace)

• The current account surplus has increased further in recent years. The improvement was also due to the

contraction of the energy deficit caused by the fall in oil prices

• Imports have begun to increase again at a fast pace. The current account is running a small surplus,

even when adjusted for the business cycle (Banca d’Italia estimates)

The performance of exports 
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Source: ABI on Istat and Bank of Italy

Source: ABI on Istat and Bank of Italy
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How to restore profitability:  short & medium terms priorities 

Source: ABI Survey on Italian banks: Bankers’ vs investors' perception (2013) 25



Capital Markets Need to Catch up 
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• Italian venture capital market is quite small (both in terms of amount invested and

companies financed) in comparison with the main European ones: UK, France and

Germany.

• In 2014, the amount invested in Italy was equal to 43 million Euro involving 84

companies. In the same year, the average amount invested in UK, France and

Germany was double the Italian one.

• Concerning the number of players, in 2014, 25 venture capitalists were active in

Italy, with respect to 151 in UK, 110 in France, 160 in Germany and 154 in Spain

Venture Capital still lagging behind
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Venture Capital…but recovering fast 

• In 2015 the Italian private equity and venture capital market has showed a strong

growth, reaching the second highest amount invested ever. International players

showed a growing interest in the Italian market

• Positive signals came also from fundraising almost doubled in comparison with the

previous year, thanks to important players reaching a close during 2015

• Finally, divestments experienced a positive trend too, increasing both in terms of

number and of amount divested
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Number of players

Amount of capital raised
(Euro mln) 

Investment target 
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Infrastructure/others



• In 2015 ten of Italy’s largest banche popolari are morphed into joint-stock companies

• Banca Popolare di Milano and Banco Popolare have agreed to merge — creating Italy's third 

largest banking group by assets after UniCredit and Intesa S.Paolo
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The Borsa Italiana Elite programme: an Italian best practice

• ELITE is a programme designed to help SMEs prepare for accessing to long term financing

opportunities.

• ELITE offers an innovative approach, including training, a working area supported by

tutorship, and direct access to the financial community through dedicated digital

community facilities. It is “capital neutral” to any financing opportunity, providing access

to Private Equity and Venture Capital funds, debt products, etc.

• The long term objective of ELITE is to improve SMEs access to more sophisticated skill-

sets, networks and a diversified capital pool in order to accelerate growth opportunities
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EFSI in Italy 

• EFSI projects approved by the EIB in Italy are expected to mobilise around € 10.5 billion, 

with EIB Group financing under EFSI amounting to € 1.6 billion  

 8 approved projects in the innovation and infrastructure window, across various 

sectors of key interest to the Italian economy: transport (3 projects), energy (2 

projects), research and innovation (2 projects), and ICT (1 project) 

 In the SME window, the EIF already signed 13 agreements with Italian intermediary 

banks. These agreements are expected to benefit over 36,000 start-ups, SMEs and 

Mid-Caps in Italy

• Around 10% of all requests received so far by the European Investment Advisory Hub 

came from Italian stakeholders
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